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             What is an internal challenge or resistance that you have and want to resolve?

                 Identify both sides of the conflict: Your desired outcome and the resistance that conflicts with it. 
What is happening when you have an inner conflict is that you have two different values (or desires) that
have developed conflicting strategies. As you identify both sides of your inner conflict, you will be
cognoscente of the strategy. 

                 Welcome that challenge/ resistance - it is a valid part of you with important information.
Remember, though you may be frustrated with it, it is part of you, and there is a desire that you have that
it is trying to satisfy. 

                  Identify the positive intention of the resistance. "What are you (resistance) trying to do for me?
What is your positive intention for me?". If the response is negative, switch it by asking: "If you don't want
_____, what do you want instead?". Example: It wants you to succeed instead of fail.
As you ask the resistance what its' positive desire is for you, you should get a response. There is a chance
that the answer will be stated in the negative, i.e it doesn’t want you to be hurt, it doesn’t want you to fail
etc… Then turn it into the positive by asking if you don’t want _____, what do you want instead? 

This is a powerful process to help overcome inner barriers.
 

 There is a similar process to resolve negative memories from the past, but
this exercise is specifically intended to work on present internal challenges.
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                 Explore the positive intention and the value behind it by repeating the following questions:
"What's important about _________?", "What does having _________ do for me?", "What will having ________
allow me to be, do, have or feel?" 
This will require some digging. As you move from the positive intention to the deeper values, you're
digging into deeper desires and the more emotional (and less conscious) part of your brain. This does
require some mental work as you try to define it.

                 Keep cycling through the above questions until you reach deep values where you have hit the
bottom, cannot answer further, or feel that you have all the important values of this part identified.
You will reach a point where it cannot go much further. Spend a bit of time trying to identify the values,
i.e. love, joy, peace, connection, authenticity, etc.

                 Check if these deep values do align with your desired outcome. 
They should, because the desired outcome, as something you want or pursue, will not conflict with
deeper level values. For deeper work, you can do exercise 5 and 6 on your original goal from point 2,
drawing out the values behind the goal as well.

                  Thank the resistance for sending you this important message, and helping you fulfill this value. 

                 Ask the resistance: "Are you willing to help me and be a part of achieving my goal?". If yes: "Will
you alert me if I ever deviate from my path to this value to bring me back into alignment with it again?”
Here, you are essentially taking the message and information you have gleaned up to this point and
designing a fuller strategy that takes both of your values into account. In other words, you are integrating
both values into a more complete strategy. 
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Deepest values:

Values elicitation:
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              If the resistance's answer is YES, ask: "Are there any other objections to creating this change (or
whatever it is the resistance until now was resisting)?" 

          If YES ( = there are more objections), repeat steps 1-10.
                  

              If NO ( = no further objections), proceed with whatever it is you were doing when the resistance
came to your awareness, acting on your desired outcome and integrating the information you have
learned in this process.
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As you go through this process with different conflicts and challenges, you
will find - as I and many others have - that you feel more whole and

complete as a person, and that this drastically increases your motivation. 
 
 

Your desires are working together and you are not fighting against
yourself, but are able to be more holistic and happy as you fulfill and live

out your values deeper and deeper. 
 
 

This is one small piece to the puzzle of Self-concept work. 
Imagine having your self-beliefs working with you in the same way, and

accessing your inner resources and emotional states when and where you
want to. 

 
 

To hear more, or if you have a question about the above process or want a
hand leading you through it, set up a meeting on my calendar:

 
 
 

ORRIN LIEUWEN
calendly.com/olieuwen/discovery

 

https://calendly.com/olieuwen/discovery

